
The new journey of
teaching & learning



Education is perhaps society’s most critical responsibility.
Educational institutions impart knowledge the students, lay
emphasis on their physical well being and prepare them for social 
challenges. But unfortunately, institutions and teachers are not yet fully 
equipped to understand the mental health issues of students.



Ever noticed a child facing difficulty in learning at school?

Kids do not learn the same way. For some, grasping what is being taught
in class is difficult. Here is why this happens:

They have different learning styles! 



But, how do we know about our child?

If you want to know about your child, you are at the right place...
At Brain Spark, we take fingerprints through which brain mapping is done

The Process is called DMIT:
Dermatoglyphics Multiple Intelligence Test



What is DMIT?

It studies the unique developmental potential
within an individual, by studying the ridges
and undulations on his/her palms, toes
and skin. Unlike most generic means
of talent testing and assessment, like
E.Q and I.Q tests, Dermatoglyphics
assigns an exclusive, unique identity
and result to every individual user
based on the unique mapping
of genetic information.



Benefits of DMIT?

Gives clear picture of multiple intelligence and learning styles of your
child to help you understand strength and weaknesses of your child.

Offers specific suggestions for improvement and tips for parents 
suggesting number of activities to groom your child.

Can develop multiple intelligence of your child on your own and save 
your time and money to be spent on type of education and parenting 
aid which are actually not required.

Better understanding and acceptance of strength and weaknesses
of child helps strengthen relationship amongst Parents and child.

Reduces emotional and behavioral clashes in adolescence years.

If worked as per suggestive tips one can turn weaknesses in to 
strength and excel in preferred career path.
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What does

reveal about the child?
DMIT

Open-minded, able to absorb a lot but not 
necessarily understanding all.
Need patience with continuous repetition 
in the accumulation of knowledge.

Self-discovery in pursuit of knowledge i.e. 
will take own initiative to see knowledge 
and find answer.
Need to be motivated with a reason to 
learn, with a clear goal; allow more 
thinking & give less answers.

Self-discovery through modifications and leveraging 
on existing materials i.e. learning of new subjects/ 
topics is preferred to be example based.
Leverage and learn from the media – newspaper, 
films, magazines etc.

Creative, love challenges, very competitive.
Thrive on setting new standards and challenges.



Brain Dominance

In 1981, Dr. Roger Sperry won Nobel Prize
for his research on the Split-Brain Theory.
The studies demonstrated that the
Left and Right Hemispheres are
specialized in different tasks.
Our Left Brain is responsible
for our analytical & logical
side while the Right Brain
is responsible for our
artistic & creative side.



IQ (Intelligence Quotient)

Grasping The Essentials In A Given
Situation & Responding.

EQ (Emotional Quotient)

To Act & Communicate Appropriately.

CQ (Creativity Quotient)

Original Thinking - Taking Planned
Action - Producing Result.

AQ (Adversity Quotient)

Who Gives Up And Who Fights Back & Wins.



Isn’t this insightful? We have a lot more to offer!

Get in touch with us for more information. We are here to help you!

Bhanu Hills, Shop No. 203,

Opp. RK Desai College,

Vapi-396191; Gujarat-India

+91 85111 11578

brainsparksolutions@gmail.com


